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Santana Cazorla takes refuge in Morocco

The polyhedral tirajanero entrepreneur puts land and water through the accumulation beset by conflict in and around your company

Confronted with his brother Manuel, rumors, news and denials on the sale of hotels and group participation soar at Anfi del Mar

Santiago Santana Cazorla has chosen Morocco for a new stage in his life. In their environment they ensure that long caressed the idea,
retiring in the neighboring country and start a new life project. In business environments the explanations are very different: the tirajanero
entrepreneur has decided to land and sea through to escape the endless succession of problems that have arisen him inside and outside
your company direct consequence of the way so asirocada has had to take their business.

Nobody gives anything for granted but it seems apparent that runaways forward that has always starred this entrepreneur has come to an
end.

The last conflict with his brother Manuel may be the final one. 
Instead of managing

the renewal of that concession in favor of the Spanish-Norwegian group, he applied for and the consiguió- through a company founded with
his wife. Demand soon fell defeated and just leave it.
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Santiago Santana Cazorla after declaring in the case Salmon ARCHIVE CANARIAS NOW

Justice has finally to agree with the latter in the lawsuit that pitted after the
pirouette that made Santiago to stay pretend to himself granting Navy Anfi del Mar, in the ravine of La Verga, Mogan. 
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About Anfi del Mar group have turned a lot of private and public problems that has been splashed Santana Cazorla. Hence rumors suggest
that is selling its 50%, which agreed in Björn Lyng life when the Norwegian entrepreneur decided to undertake his macroproject Anfi Tauro
and recurrently generate needed funding.

Now is the name of Alfredo Morales who sounds like potential buyer of that package, which confirms no time. His friendship with the CEO
of the group, José Luis Trujillo, helping to fuel these rumors, but the amount of the transaction would dismiss Morales, one of the
shareholders of Binter Canarias.

Alfredo Morales relieved in this list of candidates for the Arab Sheikh Sulaiman Al Fahim, who in January was called in, with 500 million
euros ahead in business Amfi Taurus. Since then I never heard.

The heirs of the founder of Anfi, Björn Lyng, Norwegians would love to divorce, any divorce relations with Santana Cazorla have always
been catastrophic and even got to the complaint of misappropriation of about nine million who have had to leave replacing the company
box to avoid greater evils (criminal). The economic troubles of the Canary part led to some excesses that have lastrándolo without
remission.

Santiago Santana Cazorla has always led to their business that sandunguera way, and it is precisely the controversial draft Anfi Tauro the
most headaches has caused recent years.

Still continues today charged with offenses related to urban corruption case in the gondola, which spent ten years pending in the courts of
San Bartolome de Tirajana after passing through the hands of a dozen judges and several prosecutors. It was in the course of that cause, for
which he was arrested causing a major scandal in the grancanaria business class, when they recorded a rude telephone conversations in
which he asked the Minister of Territorial Policy of the Government, the then Sunday Berriel, which clench "the tosnillos" the then head of
Urbanism of counseling, Faustino García Márquez, precisely to expedite all formalities of urbanization Anfi Tauro.

The steps that should expedite García Márquez were already contaminated since the outbreak of the case salmon, that famous voyage of
José Manuel Soria in the private jet of Björn Lyng fishing for salmon in Norway while the Cabildo initiated procedures for Anfi Tauro enjoy
of a legal exception to the law of the tourist moratorium which was later endorsed by the full Parliament of the Canary Islands.

That seven years ago, seven, and still authorized beds are not developed, and not by bureaucratic problems but because of the economic
difficulties that has been going through the business group which holds 50% Santana Cazorla.

Those political and judicial scandals directly or indirectly related to tosnillo featuring Santiago Santana Cazorla have happened to others,
such as the recently discovered around the beach project of the same urbanization, Taurus, where it seems that the company has done it
again of theirs to interpret the law and property through the funnel, better known as tundish.

In Morocco it's much better, where it will stop.
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 But Cardona, the former mayor, was not his direct advisor and counselor, and how can it happen that an entrepreneur advised by the best of canary PP?
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Original text

La  justicia ha  terminado por darle  la  razón a este último en el pleito
que  los  enfrentó  tras  la  pirueta  que  hizo  Santiago  al  pretender
quedarse para sí mismo  la concesión de  la marina de Anfi del Mar,
en el barranco de La Verga, Mogán.
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